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Bread Crumbs - Q Clearance Patriot

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:00:15 No.147433975
>>147437222 >>147437502 >>147440644 >>147441102 >>147442869 >>147442954

>>147444139 >>147446477 >>147448067 >>147449024 >>147459306

SCI[F]
Military Intelligence.

What is 'State Secrets' and how upheld in the SC?
What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies?
What must occur to allow for civilian trials?
Why is this relevant?
What was Flynn's background?
Why is this relevant?
Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o auth?
Does POTUS know where the bodies are buried?
Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors?
Was TRUMP asked to run for President?
Why?
By Who?
Was HRC next in line?
Was the election suppose to be rigged?
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Did good people prevent the rigging?
Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate?
Has POTUS *ever* made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact?
What is POTUS in control of?
What is the one organization left that isn't corrupt?
Why does the military play such a vital role?
Why is POTUS surrounded by highly respected generals?
Who guards former Presidents?
Why is that relevant?
Who guards HRC?
Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate?
Why hasn't the MB been classified as a terrorist org?
What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism?
What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law?
What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines?
Why is this important?
What is Mueller's background? Military?
Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering?
How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead?
Who is helping POTUS?

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:00:47 No.147434025 >>147435234 >>147444628 >>147448067

>>147450143 >>147451286

There are more good people than bad. The wizards and warlocks (inside term) will not allow another
Satanic Evil POS control our country. Realize Soros, Clintons, Obama, Putin, etc. are all controlled by 3
families (the 4th was removed post Trump's victory).

11.3 - Podesta indicted
11.6 - Huma indicted

Manafort was placed into Trump's camp (as well as others). The corruption that will come out is so
serious that deals must be cut for people to walk away otherwise 70% of elected politicians would be in
jail (you are seeing it already begin). A deep cleaning is occurring and the prevention and defense of pure
evil is occurring on a daily basis. They never thought they were going to lose control of the Presidency
(not just D's) and thought they had control since making past mistakes (JFK, Reagan).

Good speed, Patriots.
PS, Soros is targeted.

Anonymous (ID: n9M7QhvH ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:11:56 No.147435234

>>147434025
sup Kelly. Spit on Soreass' carcas for me. Tell MadDog Pullman says hi..

Anonymous (ID: n9M7QhvH ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:18:18 No.147435898
File: podestas.jpg (164 KB, 789x1199)

and fucking bump this shit. goddamn see of slide threads out there. oh, and please bring
back military tribunals with public executions. I vote for the guillotine.
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Time Travel Maths (ID: O6Kwk2OF ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:26:33 No.147436771

Says you

Anonymous (ID: DRdxe8zF ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:30:42 No.147437222 >>147457357

>>147433975 (OP)
Hope so my dude, hope so. Godspeed to you. Long live the republic.

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:31:00 No.147437247 >>147438748 >>147448067

Get the popcorn, Friday & Saturday will deliver on the MAGA promise. POTUS knows he must clean
house (gov't) in order to 'free up' and demonstrate who has authority in order to pass important
legislation. This was always the priority. Remember, AG Sessions cannot look like an impartial player that
is out to get all former Obama team members as we need him for other important work. All will come into
focus and for anyone to think POTUS is not in control is kidding themselves. Also, he's 100% insulated
with zero risk of impeachment (fact).

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:33:06 No.147437502 >>147439094

>>147433975 (OP)
>Who guards former Presidents?
>Why is that relevant?
>Who guards HRC?
wew secret military territory
/pol/ never talks about the private military HRC probably wields.

Anonymous (ID: Ly8l44CT ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:44:44 No.147438748 >>147438826

>>147437247
Proofs?

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:45:27 No.147438826
File: 2a6.png (260 KB, 563x542)

>>147438748
>asking for proof on /pol/

Anonymous (ID: Crf6MtII ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:47:45 No.147439094 >>147439428

>>147437502
>Who guards HRC?

Interesting question. Secret Service guards ex-presidents. The Internet says Obama extended it from 10
years to lifetime. But if she's not with Bill (I assume they're unofficially divorced, only seeing each other for
photo-ops and family functions), would a First Lady still get SS protection? She might not want it.

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:50:49 No.147439428

>>147439094
Private military contractors bought and paid for by Clinton Foundation laundered money.
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that's my theory.

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:52:42 No.147439635 >>147445040 >>147448842 >>147450286

Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o auth?
>Warn Trump of wiretaps
Does POTUS know where the bodies are buried?
>Whose bodies?
Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors?
>Most likely.
Was TRUMP asked to run for President?
>Probably
Why?
>he's not a pedo
By Who?
>Another secret society? Plus Ultra? Black Sun? Military Generals?
Was HRC next in line?
>Prolly
Was the election suppose to be rigged?
>Yes
Did good people prevent the rigging?
>Yes
Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate?
>To expose how fraudulent our elections are.
Has POTUS *ever* made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact?
>no
What is POTUS in control of?
>Military and Secret Service
What is the one organization left that isn't corrupt?
>DoD
Why does the military play such a vital role?
>Trump can send in the marines.
Why is POTUS surrounded by highly respected generals?
>They got his back and that way the military will know that if they approve it's for a good cause.
Who guards former Presidents?
>Secret Service
Why is that relevant?
>Trump will order the secret service to arrest the other Presidents.
Who guards HRC?
>SS?
Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate?
>To make Dems look bad.
Why hasn't the MB been classified as a terrorist org?
What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism?
>Martial Law.
What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law?
>Military Court
What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines?
>To send them in when SHTF!
Why is this important?
>Cuz on Saturday that shit will happen
What is Mueller's background? Military?
Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering?
>Possibly.
How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead?
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Time travel?
Who is helping POTUS?
>TESLA?

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:58:00 No.147440171 >>147440375 >>147440468 >>147441131

>>147448067 >>147451938 >>147452686 >>147456062

Why does Obama travel in advance of POTUS to foreign locations?
Why is this relevant?
Focus on the power of POTUS as it relates to the Marines.
How can MI be applied to prosecute bad actors and avoid corrupt agencies and judges?
Biggest drop on Pol.
Above is reason why the shills are sliding. In case you didn’t know, shills log and send new info back to
ASF for instruction. They use a 5 prong pre packaged injection (one post auto generates four more at
random designated times). Common drive of posts they all tap into. Since they misjudged the influence of
the MSM they are aggressively looking to censor throughout major platforms in exchange for CIA slush
funds and WW access for expansion of said networks. Everything they do has been forecasted and
prepared for.

Anonymous (ID: 2w+R+Rt4 ) 10/31/17(Tue)22:58:35 No.147440216

Fucking five star bump because even if larp, my almonds are activated

Anonymous (ID: 2w+R+Rt4 ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:00:14 No.147440375

>>147440171
Woah. What the fuck

Woah

Anonymous (ID: 2w+R+Rt4 ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:01:09 No.147440468

>>147440171
More bread

Anonymous (ID: shVbv/10 ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:02:47 No.147440644

>>147433975 (OP)

Omega prisoner says hi.

Yes, I still remember who I am.

Anonymous (ID: FuAdlf9x ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:04:52 No.147440863

War Crimes

Anonymous (ID: sUgXUpXH ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:07:20 No.147441102 >>147450119

>>147433975 (OP)
>What is 'State Secrets' and how upheld in the SC? Reynolds
What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies? dunno
What must occur to allow for civilian trials? dunno
Why is this relevant? dunno
What was Flynn's background? military
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Why is this relevant? dunno
Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o auth? dunno
Does POTUS know where the bodies are buried? hope so
Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors? hope so
Was TRUMP asked to run for President? dunno
Why? dunno
By Who? dunno
Was HRC next in line? yes
Was the election suppose to be rigged? they tried
Did good people prevent the rigging? yes
Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate? dunno
Has POTUS *ever* made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact? not to my knowledge
What is POTUS in control of? The military
What is the one organization left that isn't corrupt? the military
Why does the military play such a vital role? dunno
Why is POTUS surrounded by highly respected generals? military coup?
Who guards former Presidents? SS
Why is that relevant? Trump controls
Who guards HRC? SS
Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate? controlled insurrection
Why hasn't the MB been classified as a terrorist org? Huma?
What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism? military tribunals
What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law? military tribunals
What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines? dunno
Why is this important? dunno
What is Mueller's background? dunno
Military? dunno
Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering? yes?
How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead? dunno
Who is helping POTUS? the right people?

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:07:35 No.147441131 >>147441389

>>147440171
>Why does Obama travel in advance of POTUS to foreign locations?
I'm not aware of a single instance.

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:09:55 No.147441378 >>147442103 >>147442590 >>147443358

>>147448067 >>147448379

Why did Mueller meet POTUS 1-day prior to FBI announcement if Mueller COULD NOT be offered
director due to prev term limits rule?
Why is Pelosi begging for a new special counsel?
What is Pelosi’s net worth?
How was this obtained given salary as career official?
Why is Pelosi’s memory going?
Could it protect against prosecution?
How so?
What if John M’s surgery was fake?
Why would this occur?
What could this prevent potentially?
What is the Mayo Clinic?
Who sits on the BOD there?

Anonymous (ID: 08Wq3ytP ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:09:58 No.147441385
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bump

Anonymous (ID: VqW/t1lN ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:10:00 No.147441389 >>147441707 >>147441742

>>147441131
South Korea was one...
I will ask the Google for the others
Violating several laws doing it also

Anonymous (ID: FuAdlf9x ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:10:53 No.147441465

My guesse is this all goes back to the arab spring and all the shenannigans during and after

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:11:05 No.147441487 >>147442414

File: 1498252678863.jpg (325 KB, 1439x1419)

Anonymous (ID: VqW/t1lN ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:13:12 No.147441707

>>147441389
Germany was another.

Anonymous (ID: fxP9PN4E ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:13:23 No.147441726 >>147441802 >>147441920

Big info in dis thread

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:13:36 No.147441742

>>147441389
He always visited Merkel in Berlin

Anonymous (ID: sUgXUpXH ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:14:14 No.147441802 >>147441920 >>147441979

>>147441726
yes - this is da shits

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:15:28 No.147441920 >>147442670

File: 1501790352142.jpg (32 KB, 480x255)

>>147441726
>>147441802

Anonymous (ID: fxP9PN4E ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:16:06 No.147441979

>>147441802
Heavy slide right now. I refreshed every second threads being bumped and created. Getting tired of these
niggers ruining everything.
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Anonymous (ID: tNELysru ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:17:16 No.147442090
File: CCC16577-5A2D-4309-9C9C-E(...).jpg (108 KB, 750x1000)

We’re going to war boys. Let’s fucking go.

Anonymous (ID: FuAdlf9x ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:17:25 No.147442101

bump

Anonymous (ID: sUgXUpXH ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:17:27 No.147442103 >>147443204 >>147447200

>>147441378
>What is the Mayo Clinic?Who sits on the BOD there?

Names I recognize are: Cokie Roberts, Barbara Bush, Tom Daschle & Dick Cheney

Anonymous (ID: v6o4u+QG ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:20:48 No.147442414
File: 1505840948057.jpg (44 KB, 550x404)

>>147441487
>obscures face
>doesn't obscure tattoo

Anonymous (ID: as5uTAw0 ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:22:48 No.147442590

>>147441378
Pelosi & McCain trying to claim memory loss?

Anonymous (ID: sUgXUpXH ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:23:46 No.147442670

>>147441920
go away shill. I heard they just put out fresh donuts in the break room.

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:26:01 No.147442869 >>147444018

>>147433975 (OP)
>Why does the military play such a vital role?
Don't get you comfy military jobs after being a senator if you play ball with the deep state?

Anonymous (ID: DxAsQXsZ ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:26:55 No.147442954

>>147433975 (OP)
>implying the military is in the process of bagging corrupt civpols
Plausible, but demographics are destiny and nobody I'm aware of in Mil is willing to accept that.

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:29:28 No.147443190 >>147443830 >>147443903 >>147445779

>>147448067 >>147464292

Why do D’s want to control the black pop?
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Why do they intentionally keep poor and in need?
Why do D’s project racism on a daily basis against R’s?
Why do black elected officials do the crazy talk on behalf of D’s?
How do D’s cover the historical facts of forming the confederacy, KKK, and oppose all things pro black re:
legislation?
What happens if D’s lose the slave grip on the black pop?
Why do D’s, through the funding of the CIA, prop up and install Hollywood/media assets?
Does this fall within Operation Mockingbird?
What were the historical advantages D’s gained by having MSM and famous people peddling narrative?
Who exposed the pedo network within H wood?
You can’t answer the above but will laugh once disclose details.
The network which controls this false narrative which in turns keeps the black pop under control is being
dismantled.
False local and national black leaders will be exposed next as shills for the D party.
Follow the money.
Maxine W has a $4mm home and cash assets in excess of $6mm.
How is that possible? One example.
All of these questions help to paint the full picture.

JeffDidntFartReally !!2CfFczT1IpD (ID: uiFhLxlU ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:29:36 No.147443204

>>147442103

Did you know that Cokie Roberts is Madeline Albright's niece?
Did you know that Andrea Mitchell is married to Alan Greenspan?

Anonymous (ID: 3KgjCteQ ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:31:11 No.147443358

>>147441378
>What if John M’s surgery was fake?
>Why would this occur?
>What could this prevent potentially?
To create sympathy of impending death to avoid prosecution

Anonymous (ID: FuAdlf9x ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:34:46 No.147443691

bump

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:36:06 No.147443830

>>147443190
I know hollywood started the coon caricature

Anonymous (ID: nmzjR53G ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:36:07 No.147443833

100 bumps per litre

Anonymous (ID: 08Wq3ytP ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:36:48 No.147443903 >>147444098 >>147446136 >>147460730

>>147461304

>>147443190
How does this "Democrats are the real racists" angle go together with the fact that they are mostly
responsible for the ongoing demographic change in the US?

Anonymous (ID: shVbv/10 ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:38:21 No.147444018
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>>147442869

It's the other way around.

Anonymous (ID: tZIp9iTd ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:39:02 No.147444076

This was posted a few days ago...can you just explain the situation without all the questions? At this point
you have already given most of the info and if you are going to get suicided then you may as well tell is
what you know.

Anonymous (ID: tNELysru ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:39:16 No.147444098

>>147443903
Kys if you’re that stupid. Opening borders and allowing people who breed like rabbits while
simultaneously locking down their vote.... need I go on?

Anonymous (ID: jU4a0wSL ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:39:44 No.147444139 >>147444354

>>147433975 (OP)
I've had a feeling since before the election that the all seeing eye has finally had enough. We didn't get to
this point by luck and for those of us protecting the spirit of our nation there's a winged guardian
illuminating our path, ordained by god himself.

I know that sounds all flowery and full of zeal, but I feel America running through my veins. Its the ghosts
and the sentiments and a knowing that powerful people with America in their hearts are with us to the
end.

Could just be too much sinus medicine tho.

Anonymous (ID: tNELysru ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:40:02 No.147444160
File: C846D720-06A7-4456-8EA5-1(...).jpg (45 KB, 400x500)

Bump

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:42:00 No.147444335 >>147444548 >>147444647 >>147445044

>>147446564 >>147448067

Who did POTUS meet with yesterday?
Was AG Sessions there?
How many MI generals were on the WH list to attend a separate meeting?
Could those meetings have been combined?
Why were certain rooms in the WH renovated?
Where was the meeting on Monday?
Why aren’t phones allowed in this room (one of many).
What firm was contracted to conduct the renovations?

Anonymous (ID: shVbv/10 ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:42:13 No.147444354

>>147444139
>Could just be too much sinus medicine tho.
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Maybe both :^)

Anonymous (ID: nmzjR53G ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:43:25 No.147444465
File: B08993A9-EBDD-471C-AC11-D(...).jpg (73 KB, 617x283)

u giev DoJ

Anonymous (ID: tNELysru ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:44:16 No.147444548

>>147444335
Those numbers look good. I’m getting the feeling your feeding us some good info....

Anonymous (ID: 4ghCCk0g ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:45:11 No.147444628 >>147446999

>>147434025
Are the people "not seeking reelection" doing so as part of a deal they cut to stay off the gallows?

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:45:23 No.147444647 >>147444734

>>147444335
>I ALWAYS KNEW THERE WAS GOLD IN THE WALLS!!!!!!!!

Anonymous (ID: vuTlTaHU ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:45:51 No.147444702 >>147444947

YOU GUYS ARE FULL OF TURDS. 2 SCOOPS MCDRUMPF WILL ME INPEECHED AND HILLORY
WILL BE THE PRESIDINT. SCREENCAP THIS.

Anonymous (ID: sUgXUpXH ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:46:14 No.147444734 >>147451374

>>147444647
There's always money in the banana stand.

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:48:20 No.147444934 >>147445000 >>147445031 >>147448067

>>147453108 >>147453504

I’ve dumped some crumbs like this over the weekend which started the intense shilling. At this point we
are far enough along you can paint the picture without risk of jeopardizing the operation.

Anonymous (ID: tNELysru ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:48:28 No.147444947

>>147444702
Take your 2 cents. You will need it when you resort to sucking dick for gas money.

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:49:09 No.147445000
File: 1483615569442.webm (2.9 MB, 1280x720)

>>147444934
Thanks

Anonymous (ID: tNELysru ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:49:27 No.147445031

>>147444934
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Thank you, sir.

Anonymous (ID: gfD7aO0v ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:49:35 No.147445040 >>147445192 >>147459722

>>147439635
I think these are hypothetical questions. You don't need to answer then

Anonymous (ID: shVbv/10 ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:49:36 No.147445044

>>147444335

What happened to Qaddafi's Gold?

Why why was Palmieri running interference for Hillary?

Why does Chertoff never face attention, much less repercussions; for his machinations?

Your questions are boring and lead to corners that don't hold light.

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:51:22 No.147445192 >>147445384

>>147445040
But how will other people know?

Anonymous (ID: vuTlTaHU ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:51:58 No.147445238

Why do they call them Applejacks when they dont taste like apples?

Anonymous (ID: fxP9PN4E ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:53:44 No.147445384

>>147445192
Answer the others I will read plox

Anonymous (ID: vuTlTaHU ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:55:08 No.147445510 >>147445652

Who put the bop in the bopshobopshobop?

Anonymous (ID: tNELysru ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:55:12 No.147445516

Bump

Anonymous (ID: shVbv/10 ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:56:51 No.147445652
File: jaffa.jpg (12 KB, 240x240)

>>147445510

Paul Horner

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:57:15 No.147445681 >>147446025 >>147446065 >>147446847

>>147446999 >>147448067 >>147449271 >>147455779 >>147455842 >>147460110

Who controls the NG?
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Why was the NG recently activated in select cities within the US?
Can the NG work in coordination w/ the marines?
Do conditions need to be satisfied to authorize?
What former President used the military to save the republic and what occurred exactly?
Biggest drop to ever be provided on Pol. Study and prepare. The masses tend to panic in such situations.
No war. No civil unrest. Clean and swift.

Anonymous (ID: DxAsQXsZ ) 10/31/17(Tue)23:58:22 No.147445779 >>147448639

>>147443190
>Why do D’s want to control the black pop?
>Why do they intentionally keep poor and in need?
>Why do D’s project racism on a daily basis against R’s?
Like I said, you don't grasp the reality of the demographic problem. Whatever you're working on is
doomed to fail. Putting Republican policies in Detroit or Zimbabwe won't make them much better. They're
awful because they're full of very low intelligence highly impulsive people.

Anonymous (ID: WF5t3pH9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:00:02 No.147445937

It's fixin to get real!

Anonymous (ID: tZIp9iTd ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:00:54 No.147446025

>>147445681
Okay so no FEMA death camps right?

Anonymous (ID: nmzjR53G ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:01:21 No.147446065
File: A3FC2036-5A89-4036-8846-0(...).png (119 KB, 300x190)

>>147445681

Anonymous (ID: YG+WX0XG ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:02:14 No.147446136 >>147447207 >>147460730

>>147443903
They hate whites and just use non-whites as a golem to destroy them from within.

Anonymous (ID: 9ck8mOwZ ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:05:56 No.147446477

>>147433975 (OP)

Ultra Boner!

I really hope this is in the works.......

Anonymous (ID: WF5t3pH9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:06:01 No.147446488 >>147446552

I can't wipe the grin off my face!!! Its finally happening!
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Anonymous (ID: tNELysru ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:07:05 No.147446552
File: 57ECA60C-E732-439F-A2DD-5(...).gif (1.38 MB, 294x350)

>>147446488
Feeeeeeeels goooooooooooood brother

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:07:16 No.147446564 >>147447026

>>147444335
>>What firm was contracted to conduct the renovations?
https://www.gsa.gov

Anonymous (ID: tZIp9iTd ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:10:09 No.147446847

>>147445681
So Marshall law over Antifa/MLM/ISIS/NAMBLA? Texas and Florida NG with Marines occupy? MI takes
over as primary intelligence and alphabets get military tribunals? Are they going to hang anyone for
treason???

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:11:52 No.147446992 >>147447383 >>147447756 >>147448067

>>147449439 >>147461495

Note MI has the same SAPs as NSA, CIA etc as designated post 9-11.
Why is this relevant?
Who can be held hostage and controlled?
CIA thinks its foreign offshore assets are strong enough to defend against the US executive (not
accounting for military use on domestic soil).
Why does the Constitution explicitly grant this authority to the President and what is it to prevent?
They knew our agencies would grow in power so much so they could/can hold the executive hostage or
engage with bad actors.
Trump nominated someone new to direct every agency but one. He controls the top.

Anonymous (ID: 4ghCCk0g ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:11:57 No.147446999

>>147445681
Answer me senpai

>>147444628

Anonymous (ID: tZIp9iTd ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:12:15 No.147447026 >>147447328

>>147446564
I got lost on the renovation thing. So is Trump increasing security? I need more bread.

Anonymous (ID: WF5t3pH9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:12:20 No.147447038

...ALL by nooses!!!!

Anonymous (ID: 9ck8mOwZ ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:14:01 No.147447200

>>147442103
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Think about organ transplants, that what Mayo is all about

Anonymous (ID: 08Wq3ytP ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:14:04 No.147447207

>>147446136
but they are white themselves

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:15:23 No.147447328 >>147447752

>>147447026
GOLD IN THE WALLS. Prolly wiretaps.

Anonymous (ID: tZIp9iTd ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:15:59 No.147447383

>>147446992
The fucking CIA is going down. Is the FBI cucked as well? What about NSA?

Anonymous (ID: N0CFBhqv ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:17:15 No.147447484 >>147447683 >>147448848

Obama is going to Japan on Thursday just ahead of Trump's trip. Is he plotting an assassination or
something really bad?

Anonymous (ID: tZIp9iTd ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:19:12 No.147447683

>>147447484
I don't know but this shit is crazy

Anonymous (ID: WF5t3pH9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:19:54 No.147447752

>>147447328
That's what I was thinking too. Didn't ovomit remodel right before he left office? Could have 'placed them'

Anonymous (ID: 08Wq3ytP ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:19:57 No.147447756 >>147447962

>>147446992
>Trump nominated someone new to direct every agency but one. He controls the top.
anybody knows which agency that would be?

Anonymous (ID: tZIp9iTd ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:22:05 No.147447962

>>147447756

http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/347543-questions-surround-trump-nsa-directors-job

Anonymous (ID: N0CFBhqv ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:22:41 No.147448025 >>147448245

Rodgers at NSA-a White Hat good guy I think?

Anonymous (ID: 9sos50WG ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:23:19 No.147448067

>>147433975 (OP)
>>147434025
>>147437247
>>147440171
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>147441378
>>147443190
>>147444335
>>147444934
>>147445681
>>147446992

sustenance for cranial function
thank you for the heads up
you're a great american and we got your back

Anonymous (ID: VqW/t1lN ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:25:08 No.147448245

>>147448025
Yes.

Anonymous (ID: OZaFKFl4 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:26:45 No.147448379 >>147449998

>>147441378
>What is the Mayo Clinic?
Let me guess - organ 'donors', blood transplants, blood obtained from very 'young donors' and other
weird stuff such as genetic doping and transfusions?
Shit...while I'm at it, how about brain neurons rejuvenation via injection of genetically similar stem cells.

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:27:03 No.147448408 >>147448512 >>147448541 >>147449295

Any person making statements they will not be seeking re-election was put in submission. For the
betterment of the country not all will be prosecuted and all will do as told. You will see more of this occur
(not normal yet disregarded) and even on the D side.

Anonymous (ID: v4JbToqM ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:27:23 No.147448422 >>147448811

>What is Mueller's background?
he lead the coverup of 9/11

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:27:27 No.147448426

Okay, this is all well and good but what about the alien/interdimensional beings?

Anonymous (ID: ynBkVB/w ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:28:19 No.147448512

>>147448408
Will we see a new gold backed currency after Trump ends the Fed?

Anonymous (ID: tNELysru ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:28:38 No.147448541

>>147448408
So this is why good ol Corker and Flake were so salty..

Anonymous (ID: UjgqNjuV ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:28:55 No.147448567

“State Secrets” has turned into “We can;t let the plebs know how the rich politicians get their shekels or
they will kill us.”

There was a time when it was only to stop people like the Rosen(((bergs))).
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Anonymous (ID: jXRZ/tAV ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:29:41 No.147448639

>>147445779
Wrong. When the enlightenment of what has been done to them is revealed they will watch. A nationalist
movement encompassing those who are willing to work for the national good will be successful for them
also. They have their uses in the new society and crime will drop as a result. Drugs will be eradicated.
Soldiers will be needed and they can serve in this and other capacities. Think big anon. 4 years. 8 years.
The only world power which has never made a run for the table will do so. Demographics will sort
themselves out afterwords. Globalism will declare war upon us if it is pulled off.
Maybe we give them france and mexico for the new Aksum and tenochtitlan?
Stock up on hotpockets.

cuckchan be ready
infinitechan is ready
baph is always ready

Anonymous (ID: VqW/t1lN ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:31:45 No.147448811 >>147448900 >>147449040 >>147449041

>>147459347

>>147448422
Marine officer
Bronze star
Army Ranger and Jump School
Vietnam Combat vet

Anonymous (ID: dugFL8Fh ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:32:08 No.147448842 >>147449229

>>147439635
>What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism?
All Soros assets get Seized and he gets named as a terrorist funder.

Anonymous (ID: UjgqNjuV ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:32:13 No.147448848

>>147447484
People sat still at the assasination of JFK.

The same kind of coup now, in this country, that is a literal Balkan Powderkeg would be the end of the
Swamp. It would be Day of The Rope. Trump is so safe he could probably walk around with no
bodyguard and when people like Podesta found out they would personally jump in front of a bullet for him.

Anonymous (ID: tZIp9iTd ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:32:52 No.147448900 >>147448976

>>147448811
Went to prep school with Kerry and Bush right?

Anonymous (ID: VqW/t1lN ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:33:46 No.147448976

>>147448900
Sounds right.

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:34:11 No.147449010

Follow up to last post.
Return to comments re: Pelosi and John M (some of us refuse to say his last name for a reason).
This all has meaning - everything stated. Big picture stuff - few positions allow for this direct knowledge.
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Proof to begin 11.3.
We all sincerely appreciate the work you do. Keep up the good fight. The flow of information is vital.
God bless.

Anonymous (ID: +2iWk8ew ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:34:22 No.147449024 >>147449155

>>147433975 (OP)
what are the casualty estimates for the invasion of north korea and which direction is it coming from

Anonymous (ID: UjgqNjuV ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:34:35 No.147449040 >>147449289

>>147448811
Jump and Ranger School tend to pretty much Red Pill a guy.

Anonymous (ID: v4JbToqM ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:34:37 No.147449041

>>147448811
not impressed
he's a traitorous p.o.s who deserves execution

Anonymous (ID: UjgqNjuV ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:36:02 No.147449155 >>147450138

>>147449024
Sounds like there is no need to. Little Rocket Man blew up his a bomb toy factory.

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:36:46 No.147449229
File: 1502354979047.gif (2.42 MB, 174x174)

>>147448842

Anonymous (ID: r3V5KZf1 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:37:25 No.147449271

>>147445681
>clean and swift
>tfw the prophecy of TayTay and Trump ushering in a new white era is real

Anonymous (ID: v4JbToqM ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:37:35 No.147449289 >>147449472 >>147449770

File: 13b8a72c-4801-4f5b-bb0c-3(...).png (336 KB, 665x340)

>>147449040
then there's this guy
graduated ranger selection and jump school

Anonymous (ID: OZaFKFl4 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:37:43 No.147449295 >>147450177 >>147454098 >>147463367

>>147448408
>Any person making statements they will not be seeking re-election was put in submission. For the
betterment of the country not all will be prosecuted and all will do as told. You will see more of this occur
(not normal yet disregarded) and even on the D side.
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Being too soft. This is why problems come back in a generation because hardly anyone ever finds out
about what really happened. I have a pretty good guess about who you really are and here is my $3.50
worth.

1. The mean American has a pretty set mind that Washington is corrupt and is basically screwing the little
guy like him over
2. Trump was seen by a ton of people, literally a ton of real, working people who have real life experience
as a better choice because he appeared to be a genuine human being full of pros and also full of cons,
compared to sleazeball political roaches that say x-y-z and fuck c-b-a.

It would do the country far greater good in the long run if this grand scale Swamp Cleanup operation was
more publicized and more politicians put on trial, PUBLICALLY and sent to jail and PUNISHED
SEVERELY. You need to tap into the averages voter mindset about Washington Corruption and reaffirm it
and then essentially turn millions of those beliefs into a 'mental wave' and ride that during the Cleanup
and Rebuilding period of American Republic.

With the severity of the crimes and the large list of the criminals I believe it would the Republic far greater
good in the longterm if the flith was exposed, purged in the light and thus history was written to trully
reflect what really transpired behind the shadows all these years and how the great American Experiment
continued to triumph on victoriously, despite the setbacks and the gravitas of the situation it was in. Don't
purge it into the dark chambers of Top Secret Document Archives. Record this, write this, spin this as part
of New American Republic history.

Anonymous (ID: 3dO1qRap ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:39:39 No.147449439 >>147449538

File: newswabia4.jpg (246 KB, 1494x1126)

>>147446992
Are they coming back?

Is that why the cia hasn't moved on Trump yet? They are backed by Remnants who
have massive firepower?

Anonymous (ID: 1rSu9W1F ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:40:04 No.147449472

>>147449289
Boss

Anonymous (ID: 3dO1qRap ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:40:55 No.147449538

>>147449439
They as in the Trump admin is backed by Remnants, not the kike controlled dems and repubs.

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:41:54 No.147449624 >>147450433

Think about it logically.
The only way is the military. Fully controlled. Save & spread (once 11.3 verifies as 1st marker).
Biggest advanced drop on Pol.

Anonymous (ID: 6/vuZ+tB ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:43:00 No.147449716

have a bump

Anonymous (ID: FuAdlf9x ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:43:48 No.147449770 >>147449929 >>147449937 >>147450057

>>147449289
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>>

>>

Marines dont go to ranger school

Anonymous (ID: aYMtz/2R ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:44:32 No.147449838

Bump

Anonymous (ID: aYMtz/2R ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:45:40 No.147449929 >>147450103

>>147449770
false

Anonymous (ID: VqW/t1lN ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:45:48 No.147449937 >>147450103 >>147450215

>>147449770
Mueller did.
And Airborne school.

http://taskandpurpose.com/robert-mueller-marine-vietnam-leadership/

Anonymous (ID: 1rSu9W1F ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:46:30 No.147449998

>>147448379
Live forever

Anonymous (ID: v4JbToqM ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:47:14 No.147450057 >>147458497

>>147449770
yes some do
force recon

Anonymous (ID: FuAdlf9x ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:47:55 No.147450103 >>147450215

>>147449929
>http://taskandpurpose.com/robert-mueller-marine-vietnam-leadership/
>>147449937
I stand corrected
is this still a thing?

Anonymous (ID: dugFL8Fh ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:48:01 No.147450119 >>147451052

File: Spy.png (4 KB, 600x300)

>>147441102
>What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies
During the 1950s and 60s, federal troops and federalized National
Guard forces, accompanied by military intelligence personnel, were

deployed to help integrate Southern schools23 and to help deal with
civil disorders in Detroit in 1967 and other cities the following year
after the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.24 Throughout
this period military intelligence units also continued to collect data on
Americans at home who were suspected of involvement in subversive
activities.25 In the late 1960s, the Pentagon compiled personal
information on more than 100,000 politically active Americans in an
effort to quell civil rights and anti-Vietnam War demonstrations and
to discredit protestors.26 The Army used 1,500 plainclothes agents to
watch demonstrations, infiltrate organizations, and spread
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>>

>>

>>

disinformation. 2
' According to one report, the Army had at least one
observer at every demonstration of more than twenty people.28
The Army's activities were summed up by Senator Sam Ervin:
Allegedly for the purpose of predicting and preventing
civil disturbances which might develop beyond the control of
state and local officials, Army agents were sent throughout
the country to keep surveillance over the way the civilian
population expressed their sentiments about government
policies. In churches, on campuses, in classrooms, in public
meetings, they took notes, tape-recorded, and photographed
people who dissented in thought, word, or deed. This included clergymen, editors, public officials, and
anyone who
sympathized with the dissenters.

http://digitalcommons.law.lsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=6053&context=lalrev

>Hahahaha, Trump has had MI infiltrate Antifa and all the dissenting local govts.

Always 5 steps ahead!

Please be true.

Anonymous (ID: zPsf12xp ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:48:18 No.147450138

>>147449155
I wouldn't be surprised if we did, there was talk about it being unstable months ago.

Anonymous (ID: J+mSzxuo ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:48:23 No.147450143
File: somethingburger.jpg (246 KB, 1000x629)

>>147434025
Bumping to defeat sliders

Anonymous (ID: OZaFKFl4 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:48:46 No.147450177 >>147453744 >>147454006 >>147455341

>>147456273 >>147463367 >>147464321

File: 14647832942947.jpg (441 KB, 1600x1200)

>>147449295
3. Keeping these happeneings on the down-low and under wraps is a mistake.
Sparing former presidents from punishment and public scrutiny and "hellfire" is also
a huge mistake. While it does spare the POTUS office from now being associated
with pathetic criminal failures it also by logic allows people to assume that

Presidents have never committed heinous crimes/acts and that Nixon was the worst thing that was ever
done. The office of POTUS is not some Holy Papal Seat of the Vatican, the President is a human being
just like the rest of us and therefore fallible. Not releasing info because it might hurt some feelings or
somehow 'weaken' the trust in the Presidency and its image is stupid. Every 4-8 years, half of the voting
(or the loud shouting) block "loses" their faith in the Presidency. If we find out that GW Bush SR was
associated with JFK conspiracy, the outcome of that will not be a severe as your N number of analysts
have concluded. At least with regards to local USA matters, I don't know what the impact will be w/
regards to international matters.

4. HUGE BLUNDER by MISSING the PR OPPORTUNITY of a LIFETIME - God is basically giving you
guys the perfect keys and combinations to restart this country to "Under God" and you guys are too
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

scared and faithless to go ahead with it. You have the information, you have the evidence, basically
everything on worst scum of society but you are too afraid to go ALL IN because of the possible negative
consequences. Holy shit, we are talking about trying to bring down pedos, satanists! Well, guess what, if
you don't do it now, USA is going to be back in the same spot in two generations and then it will be even
worse. Use this chance, bring down all the dirt and the swamp creatures and show to the majority of
Americans that the America we believe in (or used to believe in as for some) is still alive, there is still
hope and that the governmen & wealthy are not all huge pieces of shit. Audentes Fortuna Adiuvat!

Anonymous (ID: v4JbToqM ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:49:12 No.147450215
File: Untitled.png (729 KB, 1065x728)

>>147449937
>>147450103
regardless, Meuller is a piece of shit
he lead the coverup of 9/11

Anonymous (ID: WF5t3pH9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:49:35 No.147450245 >>147455395

Some of the crumbs this past weekend were to watch Huma. Anyone seen her?

Anonymous (ID: gD8Nb3ub ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:50:08 No.147450286 >>147450358

>>147439635
U did this wrong bud, greentext what ur quoting then say ur part, makes it hell of a lot easier to read

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:50:55 No.147450358 >>147450872

>>147450286
im dyslexic.

Anonymous (ID: shVbv/10 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:51:43 No.147450433

>>147449624

No, I believe you.

I just don't trust them yet.

Anonymous (ID: ORcptNSN ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:54:34 No.147450674

muh dick with this thread
the biggest happening of all is before us
have faith brothers!
the rest of the world needs america to succeed

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:56:06 No.147450817 >>147450869 >>147452151

Not everything can be publicly disclosed because so much ties back to foreign heads of state. Much will
be revealed, we want transparency but not at a cost we can’t recover from.

Anonymous (ID: shVbv/10 ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:56:48 No.147450869 >>147452385

>>147450817

Eventually the game has to come clean or it will be disingenuous forever.
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>>

Anonymous (ID: 1rSu9W1F ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:56:50 No.147450872

>>147450358
Kek

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 11/01/17(Wed)00:59:01 No.147451052 >>147451287 >>147452543

>>147450119
Well done. Picture being painted.

Anonymous (ID: BGFgo768 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:01:46 No.147451286
File: IMG_0724.png (468 KB, 550x451)

>>147434025

Anonymous (ID: VqW/t1lN ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:01:46 No.147451287

>>147451052
So, about Hope Hicks being interviewed by Mueller?
Smoke screen?

Anonymous (ID: OZaFKFl4 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:02:40 No.147451363 >>147453031

How bad can it get in terms of point of no return? I'm naively assuming that none of this info will set off
nukes or nbc or stuff some foreign states 'may have' concealed on US soil for future deployment.

The way I look at it, sooner or later this big clusterfuck will need to be royally unfucked. Do you want to do
it now and save your kids the pain and hurt from having to deal with it or would you rather kick it down the
line until someone won't even have a choice. So recovery needs to be viewed from a short term and a
long term point of view. Sure, some things can seem downright horrible right now, but with 20/20 hindsight
and retrospect they may very well be worth the significant cost.

Anonymous (ID: +2iWk8ew ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:02:45 No.147451374

>>147444734
THERE'S ALWAYS MONEY

IN THE BANANA STAND

Anonymous (ID: bCiCA6tw ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:08:18 No.147451822 >>147452045 >>147455439

These pop quiz format larps are interesting. Keeps the neurons firing. Welcome back anytime, OP.

Anonymous (ID: Asf7JzcX ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:09:35 No.147451913 >>147452388

>Why does Obama travel in advance of POTUS to foreign locations?
>Why is this relevant?

Not just why, but how does he know well enough in advance to plan the trip. Why? The only thing I can
think of is to undermine potus somehow.
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>>

>>

>>

Did Obama wiretap the Whitehouse? Is he providing intel to foreign leaders that he should not have?

Anonymous (ID: BGFgo768 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:09:48 No.147451938

>>147440171
Bump oh bump

Anonymous (ID: Asf7JzcX ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:11:05 No.147452045

>>147451822
Agreed.. feels like I am reading a spy novel where I have to fill some of the pages in.

If a larp..a damn enjoyable one.

Anonymous (ID: SDDVU+Hl ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:12:24 No.147452151

>>147450817

I can imagine.....(((Foreign heads of State)))

Anonymous (ID: islFqw+N ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:12:36 No.147452176

Bump

Anonymous (ID: 4DbDGS52 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:13:00 No.147452202
File: The Minutemen are coming back.jpg (63 KB, 505x750)

Long live the Republic and God bless the United
States of America.

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:13:10 No.147452214 >>147452461 >>147452509 >>147452755

>>147455745 >>147461808 >>147463836

Some things must remain classified to the very end. NK is not being run by Kim, he’s an actor in the play.
Who is the director? The truth would sound so outrageous most Americans would riot, revolt, reject, etc.
The pedo networks are being dismantled.
The child abductions for satanic rituals (ie Haiti and other 3rd world countries) are paused (not terminated
until players in custody).
We pray every single day for God’s guidance and direction as we are truly up against pure evil.

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:15:13 No.147452385

>>147450869
we'll know. normies will not be allowed to know.

Anonymous (ID: OZaFKFl4 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:15:14 No.147452388

>>147451913
>Did Obama wiretap the Whitehouse?
Yes, this info has been dumped multiple times in the past year. This is why Trump does all import
meetings/dealings at Mar Lago or his golf clubs.
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>>

>>

>>
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>>
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>Is he providing intel to foreign leaders that he should not have?
What do you think? The content below is merely my brainstorming
>How the Trump Team’s First Military Raid in Yemen Went Wrong
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/how-trump-team-s-first-military-raid-went-wrong-n806246
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yakla_raid

Anonymous (ID: JVr5/zD/ ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:16:17 No.147452461 >>147452637

>>147452214
Anything you can say about who controls NK? Someone in the US?

Anonymous (ID: +2iWk8ew ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:16:56 No.147452509

>>147452214
this single post destroyed your larp

the ignorance of the war powers act was bad enough

Anonymous (ID: H3SeGSy9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:17:17 No.147452543

>>147451052
I hope hes going after Soros ngos. They need thrown out of the country. Theyre becoming more and
more radical. I have an idea of what could happen. Congress is compromised-if not by lobbying its by
blackmail

Anonymous (ID: Asf7JzcX ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:18:00 No.147452595

>Who is the director? The truth would sound so outrageous most Americans would riot, revolt, reject, etc.

HRC's Goldman speech made it sound like it was all under control with NK and "we" let him test his
rockets. Gonna be a little sarcastic here...It's not Dennis Rodman, is it? Rocketman's test fires are a
directive of a group who do not like Trump. Who control's him? We do.

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:18:36 No.147452637 >>147452957

>>147452461
Dennis Rodman.

>BOOM
>BIG REVEAL

Anonymous (ID: Mx0lv1Us ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:19:17 No.147452686 >>147454469

>>147440171
What is WW?

Anonymous (ID: H3SeGSy9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:20:07 No.147452755

>>147452214
Godspeed anon. America is behind the President. Our country was stolen. The one coup nobody talks
about

Anonymous (ID: +2iWk8ew ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:22:47 No.147452957
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>147452637
>AND WHO WAS RODMAN APPRENTICE TO???
DARTH DRUMPF

>DRUMPF RULES NORTH KOREA
THAT'S IT, I'M RIOTING.

Anonymous (ID: DxAsQXsZ ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:23:49 No.147453031 >>147453095 >>147454915

>>147451363
>How bad can it get in terms of point of no return?
Samson Option.

Anonymous (ID: +2iWk8ew ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:24:40 No.147453095 >>147453422

>>147453031
that's only if the jews go down
>if the jews go down, they're bringing all the goys down in the temple with them

Anonymous (ID: BGFgo768 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:24:49 No.147453108

>>147444934
Dear anon,
You are a true patriot in my heart of hearts.

F

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:25:22 No.147453147 >>147453294 >>147453338 >>147453343

>>147453545 >>147453569 >>147454815 >>147457076 >>147462345

Would you believe a device was placed somewhere in the WH that could actually cause harm to anyone
in the room and would in essence be undetected?
Fantasy right?
When Trump was elected you can’t possibly imagine the steps taken prior to losing power to ensure
future safety & control.
When was it reported Trump Jr dropped his SS detail?
Why would he take that huge risk given what we know?
I can hint and point but cannot give too many highly classified data points.
These keywords and questions are framed to reduce sniffer programs that continually absorb and
analyze data then pushed to z terminals for eval. Think xkeysc on steroids.

Anonymous (ID: J+mSzxuo ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:27:23 No.147453294 >>147454469

>>147453147
Something like what was used on the Embassy workers in Cuba?

Anonymous (ID: shVbv/10 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:28:12 No.147453338

>>147453147
>Fantasy right?

Anon, there are spectrums of frequency (EMF or microwave) that can be resonated to stimulate different
responses in the nervous system, unbeknownst to the subject.

Better living through chemistry, or something.
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>>
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Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:28:16 No.147453343

>>147453147
>Would you believe a device was placed somewhere in the WH that could actually cause harm to anyone
in the room and would in essence be undetected?
Fantasy right?
Did this have to do with the Cuba devices?

>When was it reported Trump Jr dropped his SS detail?
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/09/18/donald-trump-jr-gives-up-secret-service-
protection/679657001/

>Why would he take that huge risk given what we know?
Maybe private security instead of SS?

Anonymous (ID: DxAsQXsZ ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:29:07 No.147453422 >>147454469

>>147453095
>massive public revelations in America
>Israel demonstrably implicated in dozens of major American catastrophes with no doubt
You don't think that would get them to flip the switch?

Anonymous (ID: bCiCA6tw ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:30:04 No.147453504

>>147444934
I hadn't read the whole thread before last reply. OP - whoever you are, friend, Godspeed. The same to
anyone else trying to save the republic. Maybe one day ya'll can tell the whole tale, and I hope I'll still be
alive to read it.

Anonymous (ID: VqW/t1lN ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:30:33 No.147453545 >>147454469 >>147462345

>>147453147
Flashing red lights in the WH that night...
Something had been found...and Trump was sending a signal that it had been found.

Anonymous (ID: H3SeGSy9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:30:52 No.147453569

>>147453147
I think everyone knew cia, nsa, obama, and all these cronies would bug and or weaponize the
whitehouse. Thats why they were all unhinged about the trips to maralago. Are you talking like the sonic
attacks in cuba?

Anonymous (ID: Asf7JzcX ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:31:31 No.147453633

HRC is eligible for Diplomatic Secret Service protection

Anonymous (ID: dugFL8Fh ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:32:56 No.147453744
File: 170511181039-one-thing-ju(...).jpg (59 KB, 780x438)

>>147450177
Totally Agree!
We The People are STARVED for
JUSTICE.

It MUST be served!
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:36:12 No.147454006

>>147450177
Wrong, they can afford to take these chances and take it slow now and it's because /pol/ is young and
right behind them.

Anonymous (ID: BGFgo768 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:37:19 No.147454098

>>147449295
I agree. Bump to MAGA

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:38:23 No.147454188 >>147454358 >>147454469

World stalemate.
We all have the goods on everyone else.
That’s part of the reason why some things that tie back to foreign heads of state will remain classified (not
all).
We are in one of the most critical times of our country. Trump and others are working to balance the we’re
doing well for America (for the common person to endorse) while at the same time purify our govt and
remove the bad actors who are entrenched. There is so much string pulling and blackmail that we need to
cut these off to truly gain the power granted to us by the Patriots and hard working people of this great
country.

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:40:46 No.147454358
File: 1481761601377.png (405 KB, 1089x1024)

>>147454188

Anonymous (ID: +2iWk8ew ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:42:07 No.147454469 >>147454633 >>147454745 >>147454832

>>147452686
worldwide

>>147453422
listen goy the jews have never done anything, they're our greatest ally

>>147453294
what i'm thinking but it's not helping convince me it's any less of a larp. the pedo implications behind noko
fucked it up for me

>>147453545
they were on the street and 4 months before jr dropped ss

>>147454188
make an affirmative statement

Anonymous (ID: Asf7JzcX ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:43:37 No.147454584

>Was TRUMP asked to run for President?
Yes
>Why?
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>>

To be a distraction and hurt the Republican field
>By Who?
Bill and Hillary

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:44:10 No.147454631 >>147454822 >>147454880 >>147456219

Maybe one day but it cannot go slow. The initial wave will be fast and meaningful. It will send a signal to
others immediately and you’ll see the tide turn (not even the MSM can hide and rest assured some will be
jailed as deep cover agents).

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:44:12 No.147454633 >>147454832 >>147454898 >>147455037

>>147454469
>the pedo implications behind noko fucked it up for me
you know south korea is a satanic witchcraft state, do you not?

Anonymous (ID: VqW/t1lN ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:45:59 No.147454745 >>147455037

>>147454469
>>147454469
Funny how the flashing red didn't show up on the outside of the house...only those two windows.
It wasn't debunked.
The lights were inside the room.

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:46:47 No.147454815

>>147453147
>Some of the 21 US diplomats believed to have been impacted by mysterious acoustic attacks in Cuba
were targeted multiple times
sonic weapons. is that why kennedy seized up before he was shot?

Anonymous (ID: H3SeGSy9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:46:52 No.147454822

>>147454631
The calm before the storm.

Anonymous (ID: ORcptNSN ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:46:58 No.147454832

>>147454469
yeah what >>147454633 said, Korea is under direct influence of witches, satanic feminist witches its like
a shitty anime come to life

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:47:33 No.147454880

>>147454631
Plz Chris Cuomo.

Anonymous (ID: VqW/t1lN ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:47:43 No.147454898 >>147455018

>>147454633
Yeah...South Korea and the whole behind the scene female cult that runs the country...
Didn't really make the news too much tho.
Leader of SK even went to jail, correct?

Anonymous (ID: dugFL8Fh ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:47:59 No.147454915
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>>

>>

File: pathological-lie-holocaus(...).jpg (50 KB, 500x398)

>>147453031
>Samson Option.
What if (((they))) killed JFK because he wanted to inspect their nuclear program,
and would have discovered that they were nowhere near developing nukes?
Did they ever test one? No
What if they only used the rumor of nukes to keep the Muzzys at bay.

Anonymous (ID: H3SeGSy9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:49:19 No.147455018 >>147455147

>>147454898
This. Yes she did go to jail. These people are sick. Dont know why its so hard for people to believe that
there could be something more sinister going on in haiti

Anonymous (ID: +2iWk8ew ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:49:33 No.147455037 >>147455177 >>147455283 >>147455409

>>147454633
yes, the eight cunt slobberers and the rasputin overlord.

i still don't buy the pedo implications. i get the insanity of pedos. i don't get the point of kim living on a
knife's edge and playing along for show just to be another pedo puppet

if i were kim i would be slipping 16yo norko pussy, sure, but i wouldn't be beholden to pedo rings.

i just don't see the connection; i buy that north korea is likely also controlled to a degree by the 8 witches,
but beyond that... eh.

someone help elucidate further

>>147454745
your post was the first i heard about it, so who the fuck knows, man. i just googled.

post shit about it for me to read/watch. lack of media coverage might lend credence to a nefarious source

reflected emergency lights=swamp gas?

Anonymous (ID: +2iWk8ew ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:51:10 No.147455147 >>147455323

>>147455018
haiti, i buy. it's just another shithole managed by niggers.

north korea is the hermit kingdom and it's developing nukes. why are we going to invade north korea if it's
all a puppet show unless trump is just another puppet?

why don't we just kill the 8 women?

Anonymous (ID: shVbv/10 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:51:30 No.147455177 >>147455218

>>147455037

The 8 goddesses are connected to a western faction.

Anonymous (ID: grTMpzrL ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:51:49 No.147455196 >>147455253 >>147455420 >>147455445

>>147455518 >>147455561 >>147455680 >>147456174 >>147456855 >>147459695
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>>

>>

>>

>>

I’m hopeful my time spent here was not wasted.
Note few if any shills inside this thread. Reason for that. It’s being monitored, recorded, and analyzed and
don’t want the clutter.
Take good care. God bless.

Anonymous (ID: +2iWk8ew ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:52:10 No.147455218

>>147455177
be more vague

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:52:34 No.147455253

>>147455196
I hope you're right and it's swift.
Please redeem me

Anonymous (ID: VqW/t1lN ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:53:05 No.147455283 >>147455561

>>147455037
Take a look at the vid.
Everyone says ambulance on the ground.
Notice there is no reflection of red light anywhere but those two windows.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34HZsi4xEm8 [Embed]

Anonymous (ID: H3SeGSy9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:53:40 No.147455323 >>147455561

>>147455147
I dont think we will invade or at least not invade and stay. I do think nk is backed into a corner. Why?
Whats there that everyone wants? Did russia or clinton give them uranium?

Anonymous (ID: Mx0lv1Us ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:53:57 No.147455341

>>147450177
When a evil spirit leaves a man it goes through arid places looking for rest. Finding none it returns to
where it came with 7 other spirits worse than themselves.

Anonymous (ID: Mx0lv1Us ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:54:50 No.147455395

>>147450245
Link me

Anonymous (ID: SfnE5Ozl ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:54:57 No.147455405
File: blumpfs.jpg (156 KB, 749x443)

The nightmare is almost over, America!!
IMPEACH!!

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:55:01 No.147455409 >>147455561

>>147455037
I have no idea what's happening in north korea. the pedo angle was seemingly your interpretation.

Anonymous (ID: H3SeGSy9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:55:07 No.147455420
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>>

>>147455196
Hope to see you back soon anon.

Anonymous (ID: 08FI02Kf ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:55:26 No.147455439

>>147451822
this desu

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:55:31 No.147455445
File: 1491223639384.gif (3.14 MB, 530x257)

>>147455196

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:56:33 No.147455518 >>147455548

File: 1503851582606.jpg (90 KB, 959x959)

>>147455196
Thank you. I tell anyone within ear shot the MAGA picture that's being paid Ted.
They think I'm crazy, but slowly the phone calls are coming in... IT'S HAPPENING
they days! I LOVE OUR COUNTRY

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:57:11 No.147455548 >>147455791

>>147455518
Bannon is a fag.

Anonymous (ID: +2iWk8ew ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:57:24 No.147455561 >>147455836

>>147455196
got my eyeball on those dates friendo, i don't intend to close this tab til the 7th

>>147455283
aren't amberlamps red and blue, anyway? if the source lights are far enough away and the white house is
adequately lit, you wouldn't see emergency lights on the building anyway. think of shadows; you get rid of
a shadow by shining a light on it.

>>147455323
we are preparing to invade north korea before christmas and are expecting casualties in the millions. 20%
survival rate for initial invasion, which will be from the south north across the DMZ

>>147455409
the pedo angle is heavily implied given the structure of the post relative to every other post he's made in
the thread

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)01:59:24 No.147455680
File: 1503253613754.jpg (467 KB, 1199x894)

>>147455196
It's never wasted. The American people want the
truth and love our country
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Anonymous (ID: Mx0lv1Us ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:00:36 No.147455745

>>147452214
We need to uncuck the judges they are fucking up everything. /awan

Anonymous (ID: jHM34yzm ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:01:04 No.147455779

>>147445681
Is this in reference to Nov 4th? Are you saying that a state of emergency is going to be declared? Are
there foreign persons involved in this, hence the marine involvement?

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:01:12 No.147455791 >>147455866

File: 1502954284669.jpg (402 KB, 1000x611)

>>147455548
Hey skippy

Anonymous (ID: N0CFBhqv ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:01:41 No.147455820

Why is Obama going to Japan on Thursday ahead of Trump's visit? That has me worried. he is evil
personified.

Anonymous (ID: WF5t3pH9 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:01:46 No.147455826

Your time was not wasted!
Thank you and GOD keep you safe!

Anonymous (ID: Vrg283qR ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:01:52 No.147455836

>>147455561
Hollywood might own NK. I don't know.

Anonymous (ID: jHM34yzm ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:01:58 No.147455842

>>147445681
Abe Lincoln? The civil war?

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:02:24 No.147455866 >>147456084 >>147456661

File: 1493050406021.jpg (81 KB, 712x740)

>>147455791

Anonymous (ID: M/7A+44g ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:05:50 No.147456062

>>147440171
Mueller is a Marine, took a bullet in combat but now happy to lick babys blood off john podestas penis?
how much money does a man want or need to defile his dignity to such an extent?
for mueller not to be our guy is fucking insane.
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Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:06:08 No.147456084 >>147456149

File: 1503701754084.jpg (199 KB, 600x450)

>>147455866
Ever heard of.. keep your enemies closer?

Anonymous (ID: jU4a0wSL ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:06:47 No.147456114

I sense its happening. Maybe get some extra groceries and find a family activity at home on the 3rd and
see what happens

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:07:10 No.147456149
File: 1502948115662.jpg (1.06 MB, 791x2829)

>>147456084

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:07:50 No.147456174 >>147456307 >>147456359 >>147456399

>>147456452 >>147456500 >>147456540 >>147456578 >>147456616 >>147456648 >>147456704 >>147456749 >>147456822 >>147456856

>>147456907 >>147456940 >>147457004 >>147457030 >>147457070 >>147457101 >>147457176

>>147455196
Someone please post caps on these

Anonymous (ID: Mx0lv1Us ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:08:41 No.147456219 >>147456289

>>147454631
OMG please jail Maddow and Joy kieth olbermann and everyone at cnn. Except for tapper he sounds like
he's being pilled lately

Anonymous (ID: 6uCPS4CY ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:09:46 No.147456273
File: 1509148234898.png (907 KB, 720x720)

>>147450177
CHECKED

PUSH HARDER ANONS

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:10:13 No.147456289 >>147457602

>>147456219
Tapper is a pedo.
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Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:10:28 No.147456307
File: Screenshot_20171101-000354.jpg (356 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:11:20 No.147456359
File: Screenshot_20171101-000408.jpg (400 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Moar

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:12:03 No.147456399
File: Screenshot_20171101-000420.jpg (364 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Even more

Anonymous (ID: YlPfIjvW ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:12:45 No.147456443
File: 1509496653805.png (538 KB, 1280x1280)

EVERYONE BE CAUTIOUS THIS WEEKEND!

>Wake Up New York
>>147447821 →
>Wake Up New York
>>147447821 →
>Wake Up New York

>>147447821 →
>Wake Up New York

>Wendy Williams Faints On Live TV Dressed As The Statue Of Liberty
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/wendy-williams-faints-on-live-tv-dressed-as-the-statue-of-liberty_us
_59f894d6e4b09b5c25693ab3
https://youtu.be/DkwF_i1Lw8Q [Embed]
>The Next Full Moon is on November 4th
http://www.moongiant.com/moonphases/November/2017
>Antifa is planning to protest on November 4th
https://bearingarms.com/tom-k/2017/10/30/ris-antifa-planning-a-civil-war-to-start-on-november-4th/
>US Department of Defense (DOD) Plans Solar-Storm-Based National Blackout Drill
https://www.globalresearch.ca/us-department-of-defense-dod-plans-solar-storm-based-national-
blackout-drill-during-antifa-protests-in-november/5615399

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:12:50 No.147456452 >>147456592

File: Screenshot_20171101-000430.jpg (359 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Ebin moar

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:13:36 No.147456500
File: Screenshot_20171101-000442.jpg (403 KB, 1280x720)
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>>147456174
More?

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:14:20 No.147456540
File: Screenshot_20171101-000452.jpg (308 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
6

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:15:04 No.147456578
File: Screenshot_20171101-000523.jpg (405 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Sebin

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:15:22 No.147456592
File: 1504744414699.png (609 KB, 638x551)

>>147456452
Now paste them together

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:15:43 No.147456616 >>147456732

File: Screenshot_20171101-000536.jpg (264 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Ate

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:16:16 No.147456648
File: Screenshot_20171101-000548.jpg (300 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Nein

Anonymous (ID: /4Ctfiah ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:16:30 No.147456661

>>147455866
>anon still doesn't know the difference between based right-wing Israeli Jews and American liberal kikes

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:17:09 No.147456704
File: Screenshot_20171101-000602.jpg (278 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
5+5

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:17:34 No.147456732 >>147456882

File: 1508963084134.gif (1.01 MB, 200x150)
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>>147456616
Didn't you hear the man? He doesn't want his thread cluttered. It's being analyzed
so he can drrtermi e the impact of the MAGA promise on the patriotic American
people.

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:17:43 No.147456749 >>147456945

File: Screenshot_20171101-002457.jpg (382 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Elf

Anonymous (ID: CxkvFmoT ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:17:59 No.147456767

Have a bump

Anonymous (ID: nvFlZ4R7 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:18:09 No.147456783

In that case OP, we fight to the death. I ain’t white and I know I have nothing to gain in this shit heep of a
country once you nazis take full control. You may think we do it for monetary gain, and you may be right
for some of us but a good chunk of us just want to watch this country burn to the ground.

I am not a happy person but all I can say is this, before I leave this earth I want to take as many white
boys with me as I can...for the only thing that brings joy to my dark little heart is watching people that
have it better than me suffer.

#nov4itbegins

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:18:39 No.147456822
File: Screenshot_20171101-002812.jpg (298 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Zvolf

Anonymous (ID: BGFgo768 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:19:14 No.147456855

>>147455196
We wuz in the screencap

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:19:14 No.147456856
File: Screenshot_20171101-003627.jpg (264 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Tirtene

Anonymous (ID: dugFL8Fh ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:19:29 No.147456882 >>147457007

File: th.jpg (7 KB, 291x214)

>>147456732
Did anybody else notice the shills came out as soon as
he left?
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Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:19:55 No.147456907
File: Screenshot_20171101-004311.jpg (270 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
4U

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:20:28 No.147456940
File: Screenshot_20171101-011322.jpg (271 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Pipfteen

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:20:34 No.147456945 >>147457358

File: 1501280220425.jpg (226 KB, 1024x576)

>>147456749
You should be on a plane right about now

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:21:35 No.147457004
File: Screenshot_20171101-011706.jpg (328 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
16

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:21:37 No.147457007 >>147457041

File: 1509323473870.jpg (434 KB, 588x806)

>>147456882
Yep. And they are answering to me. Ass hat faggots

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:22:08 No.147457030
File: Screenshot_20171101-014138.jpg (366 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Sebenteen

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:22:25 No.147457041 >>147457111

File: 1500605708453.png (29 KB, 741x568)

>>147457007
Who are you?

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:23:01 No.147457070
File: Screenshot_20171101-014326.jpg (325 KB, 1280x720)
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>>147456174
8teenteen

Anonymous (ID: k0xGxjk7 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:23:04 No.147457076

>>147453147
Device you are reffering to is the same one foumd in cuba? Sub sonic?

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:23:29 No.147457101 >>147457222

File: Screenshot_20171101-020122.jpg (268 KB, 1280x720)

>>147456174
Neinerteen

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:23:39 No.147457111 >>147457197

File: 1509342728859.gif (1.93 MB, 235x240)

>>147457041
I am a person.

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:24:30 No.147457176 >>147457394

File: 1505888279256.jpg (102 KB, 1000x726)

>>147456174
Sealed with a kiss

Anonymous (ID: 5IXuIMfz ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:24:52 No.147457197
File: 1505837728278.gif (1.45 MB, 234x234)

>>147457111
ftfy

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:25:11 No.147457222 >>147457303

File: 1505812172343.jpg (21 KB, 500x375)

>>147457101
I think we are seeing first hand the shilling auto reply he was talking
about.. very interesting.

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:26:42 No.147457303 >>147457502

>>147457222
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? Bro asked for screen caps?

I thought he'd appreciste it, that many captchas are fucking annoying.

Anonymous (ID: ZxQ1hT5r ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:27:50 No.147457357

>>147437222
chekd

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:27:50 No.147457358

>>147456945
Ummm, what? Why tho?

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:28:27 No.147457394
File: 1502144044355.jpg (97 KB, 743x708)

>>147457176
Awww.. wouldn't expect anything less vulgar from
someone such as yourself

Anonymous (ID: /F8ddUrk ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:30:03 No.147457502 >>147457543

File: 1503122830175.jpg (24 KB, 340x270)

>>147457303
Nice and neat tho.. not try to raise the image limit and
quell discussion.

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:30:59 No.147457543

>>147457502
My bad lil' guy.

Anonymous (ID: Mx0lv1Us ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:31:58 No.147457602

>>147456289
Ok. Burn him

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:38:24 No.147458034

Anyone feel up to combining the screencaps?
2much effort 4me.

Anonymous (ID: KmL2Zihc ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:45:17 No.147458497

>>147450057
Battalion Recon is usually all jump qualified. Some guys go to ranger but it’s only for bragging rights
because it’s gay as hell

Anonymous (ID: 0XbqTIBv ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:51:09 No.147458830 >>147459045 >>147459741

File: whitehatspook.png (773 KB, 830x4303)
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Done.

Anonymous (ID: HS3lXUfD ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:54:40 No.147459045
File: drop.jpg (1.51 MB, 1174x6280)

>>147458830

Anonymous (ID: ZeXMQGVZ ) 11/01/17(Wed)02:59:34 No.147459306

>>147433975 (OP)
If I wait til I read through entire thread you will be gone & I don’t want to miss saying Thank You. This info
puts so many puzzle pieces together. I especially believe the part about Sessions. He, Bannon & Trump
single handedly red pilled the electorate about the invasion of our borders. These 3 men were the ones I
trusted completely. Will be so glad when Sessions gets his reputation back. I knew we had white hats
keeping the election from being stolen although her numbers were inflated billy. God has given us a
leader with extraordinary abilities and strength to help retake our Republic. I thank you & those like you
Anon. Be safe

Anonymous (ID: ZxQ1hT5r ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:00:09 No.147459347

>>147448811
chekd

Anonymous (ID: AYuuGG63 ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:06:18 No.147459695

>>147455196
It is done. God speed. Amen

Anonymous (ID: 5hsnafma ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:06:47 No.147459722

>>147445040
...But they do have ansewers and those answers are importan and spell out a larger story. Maybe
evrysingle person reading them need post there opinions, thye must at least try answerthem. This is
Imoprtant.

Cocain bumbs all around.
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Anonymous (ID: yBVOhq57 ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:07:06 No.147459741
File: 49fdbcfdfc6fb989f0f9bdf51(...).jpg (229 KB, 1200x957)

>>147458830
Thanks Bruh. Epic shit right here. I found some allergies in my eyes with a new sense
of pride for my POTUS, my nation and all my countrymen / women. Let the truth shine
through!

Anonymous (ID: 5hsnafma ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:13:11 No.147460110

>>147445681
>NG recently activated in select cities within the US
National Guard? I'm sorry for us outsiders some of these abreviations being tossed around can be tricky.
National guard was easy, but man some of them get annoying.

bump post mostly.

Anonymous (ID: 5hsnafma ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:24:04 No.147460730

>>147443903
>>147446136
>They hate whites and just use non-whites as a golem to destroy them from within.

They are just as racist as anyone else the just try to hide it. I know I'm stating the obvious, we both know
that, but we must point it out to the minorities that they are infact just being used for votes.

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:26:11 No.147460825
File: COINT.jpg (9 KB, 253x199)

Military Intelligence.
What is 'State Secrets' and how upheld in the SC?
> Defined as a test whereby the INT Control determines if it is necessary to protect
the Republic and/or population. Can be challenged by SCOTUS under US v
Reynolds by rule of majority of the bench

What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies?
> DOD must have clear and verified reason to believe the Republic is at Risk and must execute their duty
to protect the POTUS and Constitution. An executive order is envoked (I cant remember the number, sue
me, not staff officer, just a SAP) which enables POTUS to mobilize DNI to create a war council of sorts

What must occur to allow for civilian trials?
> A civilian trial must have a Judge who is willing to hear the case, an Attorney who is willing to prosecute
and a Justice Department who is wiling to enforce a Judicial Warrant & Arrest Processing.

Why is this relevant?
If all judges are corrupt, as MI / MI6 is finding in Ukraine, its impossible to enforce change. Therefore you
must go to Tribunals and either flip the Supreme Court to enforce the proper changes to Arrest the
Corrupt, or enact Martial Law and suspend the Criminal Code which is unenforceable so that the Military
Code can take over prosecution; Military Tribunal being the backup “Safe Mode” for countries
What was Flynn's background?

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:26:59 No.147460888

This is where I think you could be a larp. He was not very good when he was the DIA director. Flynn was
a Ranger and a COINT officer in Afganistan. He felt that critical INT passed back from the NATO INT
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groups was being leaked to the Kharzi mafia which was filtering back to the Taliban, and limiting the of the
Surge to be effective. He was convinced this was part due to Obama’s CIA under Panetta attempting to
subvert his & Patreus’ work in killing the Heroin trade.

Why is this relevant?
> if you believe Flynn was “Burned”, ran out of money and was recruited by the GRU / Russians who fed
his ego, I have no idea. Flynn if we believe was a Patriot who was just playing Double Agent, then he was
blue-dying the GRU political spy network in Washington DC for Army / Navy INT. Sending a mole to light
up the recruiters was the only way the FBI / MI5 were able to capture the Cambridge 6.
Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o auth?
Wanted a promotion ? Alternative answer, he knew NSA Commander, Gen(ret) Keith A. was skimming
funds and using NSA archives for private gain. He gave a copy of the HRC files to POTUS as a Suicide
Pact, which is likely what encouraged Mattas and Tillerson to stay on.

Does POTUS know where the bodies are buried?
Yes. Without question he made multiple references to HRC’s 1980 to 2012 adventures in the election
debates that made JEB & HRC flinch. You didn’t need to be inside the wire to see their faces darken.
Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors?

Anonymous (ID: cWEuFSoQ ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:27:07 No.147460896

This isn’t a larp. It’s to intricate. We’ll find out the 3rd or soon after.

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:27:27 No.147460916

>Yes. Trump was in deep with the Gambino crime family in the 1980’s and was involved in Polish female
and undocumented labor trafficking. He was later into debt with the Khordofsy side of the Oligarch wars,
and understands well the Globalist agenda
Was TRUMP asked to run for President?
> Yes, Trump early managers were DNC plants and he admitted in the 1st debate that WJC met with him
2 weeks before the deadline to convince him to run. WJC used to use stalking horse candidates and
WJC’s financing to keep Ross Perot in the race in order to bump off GHB is a proven political case study
Why?
>HRC was known by Saudi intelligence and French intelligence to be too weak of a actor to win on her
own. Like stacking the deck of the nomination by buying out the field and installing DWS as DNC chair,
WJC wanted to ensure HRC won, by rigging the RNC.
By Who?
>WJC
Was HRC next in line?
>Its not so much as “next in line” but she had the biggest favors to repay. Soft dollar commissions and
political bribes work as a cash in, “political credit” entry ledger system. She took the cash, and promised
like any NGO to ensure every favor was earmarked in order for her to get in. Most Democracies function
only on who can pay off the most influence centers / “get out the vote” nexus actors. I suspect USA in
reality is no different then India or Germany
Was the election suppose to be rigged?
> Yes. We know the voting machines were pre-programmed and people have already been Arrested in
California, Nevada and NY State for voting multiple times / voter fraud that were paid for by HRC PAC’s

Did good people prevent the rigging?
> I think the brute force of Getting out the Vote, like the 1st Orange Revolution made political fraud
impossible to mask, because the popular vote would never have meshed with a fabricated or vote stuffed
ballot box
Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate?

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:27:55 No.147460942
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> Hoping they would have got one or more of the DNC scrutineers to roll on the establishment and cough
up the fake voting ballots or produce the “real ballots”
Has POTUS *ever* made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact?
> A few but who’s counting this is either a LARP or someone is getting demoted out of SAP next Monday
at Benning / Black Site 3
What is POTUS in control of?
> Military, DNI, Disaster Recovery Agency / Backup Government Agency, Executive Authority Office, has
power to dissolve Congress and Senate under War Measures Act

What is the one organization left that isn't corrupt?
> Good question, define “corrupt”
Why does the military play such a vital role?
> Unlike Civilian Agencies, Military Code can allow for a Jury of Peers or lower Officers to press for the
removal of a Executive Officer if he is unfit for Command and be relieved without need for Military Arrest
or Serve of Warrant
Why is POTUS surrounded by highly respected generals?
> No idea.

Anonymous (ID: AYuuGG63 ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:27:55 No.147460943

Anon is asking us to get the message out, which will allow for more surrenders and less unrest, I have
tweeted for comment on this thread to hannity, Adams, cernovich and prison planet. Get word out.

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:28:30 No.147460983

Who guards former Presidents?
> Secret Service, X US Marine Honor Guard.
Why is that relevant?
>Secret Service has been compromised and shown to be corrupt / underfunded for past 8 years. SS has
been audited 4 times and found to be in failure of Duty Certificates and Code of Conduct with no change
in behavior

Who guards HRC?
> SS, State Department SS. In reality ? Two PMC companies, one funded by El Saud, at least that’s who
guards her Chippa’ ZIP
Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate?
It’s a useful idiot and malcontent sponge to sop up radicals for monitoring and radicalization. Old FBI SOP
from their KKK infiltration days
Why hasn't the MB been classified as a terrorist org?
It has significant funding and support from Campus Communist radicals who in turn get funding from
Soros and GRU / PRC intelligence accounts; the two having overlapping objectives in destabilizing US
morale and education effectiveness; Academics being useful targets due to their desire for ego and
adventure / validation
What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism?
Depends. Did anything happen after Travyon ? How about Occupy Wall St when he took it over ? It will
take a small miracle from G&D to penetrate the 12+ shells between Soros and his front charities / useful
proxies

What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law?
>Martial law or State Police must enter and relieve the local PD & Judicial

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:30:37 No.147461116

What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines?
> I have no idea Jarhead. Prior to the War Powers act, only the Marine Corps could be deployed without
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an congressional approval. Now all services can. The MC is the only service tasked to perform such
duties as the President may direct under the NSA of 1947.
Why is this important?
>If we speculate, POTUS would have decided that for some reason USMC was “pure” vs the other 3
branches. Perhaps it could be related to on-call and active duty strength at home vs. Army and Navy
activation times ?

What is Mueller's background? Military?
Ranger, helped cover up 9/11
Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering?
No, that would conflict with the admission WJC asked him to run as a Strawman for HRC

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:31:10 No.147461145

How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead?
*The Smoking Man*
Who is helping POTUS?
*Generals Mafia and the Majestic-12 ( They must have at least 80 in the club at this time, post-Afgan)
Why does Obama travel in advance of POTUS to foreign locations?
Not always but often the theory is he & Valerie work with local CIA rogue elements and patsy political
operatives to promote malcontent and hinder state dept diplomacy
Why is this relevant?
> If you believe Obama & 210.org are actively using their stolen State Dept funding to subvert the
POTUS, this would be paramount to Treason, but nearly impossible to untangle using even the full power
of NSA & Treasury task forces

Focus on the power of POTUS as it relates to the Marines.
How can MI be applied to prosecute bad actors and avoid corrupt agencies and judges?
Biggest drop on Pol.
Above is reason why the shills are sliding. In case you didn’t know, shills log and send new info back to
ASF for instruction. They use a 5 prong pre packaged injection (one post auto generates four more at
random designated times). Common drive of posts they all tap into. Since they misjudged the influence of
the MSM they are aggressively looking to censor throughout major platforms in exchange for CIA slush
funds and WW access for expansion of said networks. Everything they do has been forecasted and
prepared for.
Why did Mueller meet POTUS 1-day prior to FBI announcement if Mueller COULD NOT be offered
director due to prev term limits rule?
>Robert Mueller was a former Special Prosecutor who worked on complex financial fraud cases with UK
Intellignce’s Special Crimes / Major Crimes Unit. He worked on tracking international money laundering,
specifically targeting the Chinese Pay to Play crimes in the 1990’s

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:31:37 No.147461167

Why is Pelosi begging for a new special counsel?
>Pelosi and Frank were 4 of the largest money laundering conduits for the 2001-2008 subprime scandal,
Pelosi also has been under investigation for major green card fraud, most of which was sponsored by
major tech / DARPA backed tech oligarchs

What is Pelosi’s net worth?
>Without giving away my nut, her NW is around 20+mm USD “washed”, 80+ in black. Most of this was as
bagman for HRC’s Chinese donors
How was this obtained given salary as career official?
Bagman and bribe bundler, same as Barny Frank, Schultz and Schumer

Why is Pelosi’s memory going?
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>Same way William Colby’s memory went. There is multiple ways to induce Dementia in black ops/arts.

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:31:58 No.147461180

Could it protect against prosecution?
Yes.
How so?
Mental Ability plea. You cant punish a invalid or mental insane case.

What if John M’s surgery was fake?
Yes, without question. John is still working great on the Intelligence Committee. I’ll actually be sad if John
goes down, he’s a very bitter man for what he did with his life, but I would spare him if I was a O-12.

Why would this occur?
>To protect Jon from the blowback from his role as being a “pay to play” RHINO, as well as potentially
admitting to his actions while a POW at the Hanoi Hotel & post-Release
What could this prevent potentially?
>Jon would admit the Congressional Intelligence Committee is compromised and by extension the
CIA/NSA/FBI/DNI/NRO were also compromised since 1991; which would have explained the large layoffs
and retribution for the success in Yugoslavia by Russian/Chinese actors

What is the Mayo Clinic?
Not Following. Its always been a VIP hospital who works on Heads of State and anyone who can pay for
a surgery which may not be legal under medical insurance / surgeon boards. This is important when
working on foreign heads of state who may be legally not allowed to enter the USA.

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:33:09 No.147461254

Who sits on the BOD there?
>Ex-Zapata CIA crew who started “changing things” under Dick Helms
Why do D’s want to control the black pop?
>Communist’s in 1940 theorized that the Blacks were the Ukrainians of USA. They lacked a way to
infiltrate because nobody knew how Black Culture worked. Dem’s always needed a useful idiot class to
be their “Bohemian Majority” and be their Useful idiots to sway the Overton Window

Why do they intentionally keep poor and in need?
>Because all Jewish Communism works on the theory of having a underclass and an oligarchy who is the
enlightened few who own all the means of production to embezzle and asset strip
Why do D’s project racism on a daily basis against R’s?
>Because this is Alinsky 101. Project to deflect.
Why do black elected officials do the crazy talk on behalf of D’s?
>Because the Black Caucus are all bribed and paid off, which was the whole reason the Blacks were
allowed into office under Rev. Al Sharpton’s Pac network, financed by the big Tobacco DNC interests
circa 1990
How do D’s cover the historical facts of forming the confederacy, KKK, and oppose all things pro black re:
legislation?

Anonymous (ID: 924WRnuJ ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:34:02 No.147461304

>>147443903
They also push for income equality. Keep the poor divided along racial lines and they'll never topple you.

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:35:41 No.147461405 >>147462717

>Pay to play access with the media conglomerates. Conglomerates thrive on advertising dollars and
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manufactured hype, which comes from endorsement deals, which are brokered by political fixers and
oligarchs forcing their teams / public entities to consume the products the media advertises for, to create
manufactured demand stimulus

What happens if D’s lose the slave grip on the black pop?
>The Blacks, like Latinos will gravitate back towards the libertarian / right wing like Ukrainians and Polish
did when the USSR lost their hold over the Deep State USSR proxies

Why do D’s, through the funding of the CIA, prop up and install Hollywood/media assets?
> because you need control over the message at all times.
Does this fall within Operation Mockingbird?
>Mockingbird has been dead for 12 years now buddy. If you are going to truth bomb, at least know the
project codenames.
What were the historical advantages D’s gained by having MSM and famous people peddling narrative?
>Cult of Personality and Endorsement are circular references since the 1940’s and the “Camelot
Presidency”. Without manipulating consumer preferences and consumption habits, it’s hard to gain the
populations trust on tougher concepts like wealth destruction and tax hikes

Who exposed the pedo network within H wood?
>Jennifer Lawrence made a ping at Anon 1 week before the pedogate. I still think this was Bob
Weinstein’s idea and it just went horribly out of control. If there was a catalyst, it would not have been
anyone at Warner or Disney who are the only two with a major bone to pick. Harv and IAC are major
lynchpins in manufacturing opinion and “star power”. The only ones who could blow him up would be
those he made (the girls) or the bankers who he owed money to, or a foreign INT for a corporate
espionage power play

You can’t answer the above but will laugh once disclose details.
>You got me, my bozo answer is Pat Sajac

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:36:12 No.147461442

The network which controls this false narrative which in turns keeps the black pop under control is being
dismantled.
False local and national black leaders will be exposed next as shills for the D party.
Follow the money.
Maxine W has a $4mm home and cash assets in excess of $6mm.
How is that possible? One example.
>Maxine was a beneficiary of the “Friends of Countrywide” program, as well Maxine admitted she held a
trading account at JP Morgan which benefited from “Insider trading tips” during the house investigation on
inside trading. Pelosi also admitted she made between 1 and 5 million per year from insider trading via
tips brokered by lobbiests.
All of these questions help to paint the full picture.
>All the below is likely heavily classified and anyone with half a brain, and Ivan watching should not
answer the below, even if this is a non-LARP

Anonymous (ID: 5hsnafma ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:37:01 No.147461495 >>147462257

>>147446992
>Trump nominated someone new to direct every agency but one. He controls the top.
Whitch one? Feel embarased I don't know it of the top of my head. I follow this shit as close as I can,
don't have time to google dig it. I THINK it's the cia, but who has he nominated and who is still no
aproved? Him and AG still have appointments pending right? Fucking rediculouse if true. Fuck McCain.

Bump. Sorry If my Q has been answerd already, I'm slowly working through this thread, but asume it is
getting slid hard, so coke bump.
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Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:38:13 No.147461559

Who did POTUS meet with yesterday?
Was AG Sessions there?
How many MI generals were on the WH list to attend a separate meeting?
Could those meetings have been combined?
Why were certain rooms in the WH renovated?
>Its public knowledge the rooms are swept on a constant basis for bugs and taps. Electronics are cycled
per SOP
Where was the meeting on Monday?

Why aren’t phones allowed in this room (one of many).
>Red Rooms and Secure Spaces are necessary for Secure Programs. There is multiple spaces which
are deemed secure near WH
What firm was contracted to conduct the renovations?

Who controls the NG?
>Was Pentagon. Now is POTUS by way of order of Pentagon

Why was the NG recently activated in select cities within the US?
Training Exercise. A call up would require a formal notice of activation

Can the NG work in coordination w/ the marines?
Yes
Do conditions need to be satisfied to authorize?
Depends.
What former President used the military to save the republic and what occurred exactly?
Hoover, JFK both called in the Guard, it blew up on both of them. I’m confused on this one Chief

Anonymous (ID: 3ZDOD4R2 ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:42:53 No.147461808
File: h4BB8FC22.jpg (20 KB, 500x288)

>>147452214
I knew it! I fucking knew it. I have been voicing my belief the either the deepstate or
someone that is friendly to the deep state. It would always piss people off on the
image boards, and would always result in down votes on sites that do that. I have

never believed it was China. I remember asking who runs NK on some forum, and someone posted a
picture of Kim Jong with some of the usual shady characters, among them, if I recall right, John Podesta.
I wish I had saved the picture. Thank you for all your breadcrumbs. I truly hope President Trump's actions
result is diminished foreign influence in America.

1: Do you have an clue on what information Julian Assange / Wikileaks really has? It has to be bad if he
isn't dead yet.
2: Where is Saudi Arabia in all this? (Saying SA is every bit an enemy as Israel also gets me a lot of shit)
3: Where is this surge in Nazi stuff really coming from?
4: Where is China in all this?
5: Speaking of North Korea, why is Jimmy Carter so hot to get over there?

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:45:06 No.147461931

Biggest drop to ever be provided on Pol. Study and prepare. The masses tend to panic in such situations.
No war. No civil unrest. Clean and swift. Note MI has the same SAPs as NSA, CIA etc as designated post
9-11.
Why is this relevant?
>Pentagon plans for everything. The Office of Contingency and the Disaster Government “shadow gov”
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which became a full time program within the White House in the “patriot act, 2005 edition” ensured there
is always a plan for everything. SAP’s operate on a different system then the DNI setup, which allows
them to work on their own training and infrastructure grid
> This is relevant if you think back to how the original 1788 militas were founded

Who can be held hostage and controlled?
>Dumb question. Anyone who has leverage on another
CIA thinks its foreign offshore assets are strong enough to defend against the US executive (not
accounting for military use on domestic soil).
> News to me. Big if True, but I doubt it. Black Budget and No Audit does not mean unlimited Oversight.

Why does the Constitution explicitly grant this authority to the President and what is it to prevent?
> Because Allan Dulles knew even with full power, he was unable to find the moles which led to the
“Moscow massacre”. The 1940’s deep state knew that eventually the enemies of the USA and NATO
would find a way into even the deepest citadel bunkers and there must be a necessary method to reboot
the whole network in the event the communist infection was impossible to contain or isolate from the
SAP’s & the corruption started to affect the “American dream”. There was legitimate concern that should
the Mafia be purchased by a foreign power, or a foreign govt find a way to buy a POTUS, the republic
would be doomed and it would only be a matter of time before someone figured out how to defeat
CIA/DIA’s failsafe’s and FBI’s counter programs

This was fun and was a excuse to get away from the fuck fuck games.

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:50:38 No.147462257

>>147461495
I think cia got Pompeo as their new director

Anonymous (ID: 3T53fUyE ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:51:49 No.147462345

>>147453147
>>147453545
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=34HZsi4xEm8 [Embed]

Anonymous (ID: ZxQ1hT5r ) 11/01/17(Wed)03:57:54 No.147462717

>>147461405
>or a foreign INT for a corporate espionage power play
China trying to get in on our box office to stabilize their currency

Anonymous (ID: VluIis54 ) 11/01/17(Wed)04:09:49 No.147463355

Bump for more discussion.

Godspeed hopefully-non-LARP anon!

Anonymous (ID: 5hsnafma ) 11/01/17(Wed)04:09:58 No.147463367

>>147449295
This statement alone deserves a no less that an ounce oF coke and thousands in sushi, COMPED ...and
this continuation of above (YOU), ALSO NEEDS TO BE READ BY ALL SPOOKS
>>147450177

Anonymous (ID: 1HOZerBe ) 11/01/17(Wed)04:18:52 No.147463836
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>>147452214

NK is propped up by Russia. Putin's second daughter is married to the Staff General who runs Kim's
nuclear program. NK is a large consumer of Russian tech.

China props up NK as a buffer state to contain refugees trying to jump out of the poor Tier II cities /
Cantons in East China which has imploded since the metal / oil crash of 2014.

PRC has a hammerlock on NK by owning their coal and consumer trade accounts.

The Kim's themselves have bank accounts in Switzerland, France and Spain. This is all public knowledge
which was leaked to the press. Like Saddam Hussein, there are multiple actors in South Korea who have
facilitated the Kim's evasion of sanctions since 1980. These controlled exits, most of them via shell
companies tied to the Kim's family office, like the Castro's are used to track money laundering conduits
via Treasury Department & SWIFT intermediaries.

Anonymous (ID: rBUYWCkz ) 11/01/17(Wed)04:26:08 No.147464262

All of America is about to get COMPED...truly amazing times.

Anonymous (ID: ErUX7qiu ) 11/01/17(Wed)04:26:44 No.147464292

>>147443190
I'll give this one a shot.
Why do D’s want to control the black pop?
>Even a slight shift in black vote demographics (something like 5% or greater) costs the D's elections
Why do they intentionally keep poor and in need?
>Give the people bread, keep them there, secure their power for generations
Why do D’s project racism on a daily basis against R’s?
>It's the only way to drive people to their causes
Why do black elected officials do the crazy talk on behalf of D’s?
>It's mutually beneficial
How do D’s cover the historical facts of forming the confederacy, KKK, and oppose all things pro black re:
legislation?
>Same way they hide most of their actions: Projection.
What happens if D’s lose the slave grip on the black pop?
>They lose more and more elections as they lose the largest base for their platform. They will be forced
to adjust their platform.
Why do D’s, through the funding of the CIA, prop up and install Hollywood/media assets?
>Culture is upstream of politics.
Does this fall within Operation Mockingbird?
>I don't see why it would be out of scope considering what we know of the operation
What were the historical advantages D’s gained by having MSM and famous people peddling narrative?
>Great optics, influences culture or the people's perception of it.
Who exposed the pedo network within H wood?
>Shot in the dark: Michael Jackson?
You can’t answer the above but will laugh once disclose details.
The network which controls this false narrative which in turns keeps the black pop under control is being
dismantled.
False local and national black leaders will be exposed next as shills for the D party.
Follow the money.
Maxine W has a $4mm home and cash assets in excess of $6mm.
How is that possible? One example.
All of these questions help to paint the full picture.
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>>147450177
Pluto in Capricorn appreciates those digits
All will be revealed
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